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INVESTIGATION ON END-TO-END DIMENSIONING OF TRUNK NETWORKS 

Carsten Rasmussen and Chr. Asgersen. 
Copenhagen Telephone Company, Denmark. 

The approximation formulas presented in a paper denoted END-TO END 
DtMENSIONING OF TRUNK NETWORKS (6.1-2) at the ITC 11 (Ref.no.1) are 
investigated with the purpose of examining the goodness of the 
formulas. The results are compared to another end-to-end dimensioning 
method denoted: The self dimensioning method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The work concerning end-to-end dimensionlng methods has been continued by the 
Copenhagen Telephone Company. 

The investigations have followed two lines: The first line was to state the goodness 
of the approximation formulas given in ref.no.1 by an exact calculation. 

The second line comprised a comparison with other'methods. For the purpose a new 
dimensioning method denoted: The self dimensioning method, was found to be 
adv an t ageous. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SELF DIMENSIONING METHOD 

As the se1f dimensioning method is probably new, we shall first give a short 
descript ion of this method. 

The self dimensioning method is a dual method to simulating the blocking of a given 
network. 

The idea is very simple: 

Let the graf (or structure) of a network be given. The network consists of nodes (or 
exchanges) and arcs (or trunk groups). Let the traffic matrix be given. The matrix 
determines the traffic entering the network at every external node. Further the 
entire routing scheme (following only existing arcs) is given. 

We then start entering traff ic into the graf, mak ing the graf a network by adding a 
channel between a pair of nodes whenever needed. It may happen that a connection 
dies, which will leave free channels for later use. 

Let the vector v denote the maximum number of channe Is at present time in each arc 
above. 
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The procedure may use various stopping rules. It may run for a given amount of time 
or 1t may stop, when a given sum of channels (sum of the elements in v) 1S reached. 

One can also dimension to a given blocking, cf. the description above. This can be 
done by stopping when a known part of the network has reached the right blocking. 

The vector v is a random variable. The method implles that the procedure described 
above must be repeated several times getting vectors vI ,V2,. .. Vj, ... For every i we 

construct a vector mt, the jth elements of which is the average of the jth elements 

of v 1 , .. , v,. According to the law of large numbers, mi tends to a vector m, as 1 tends 

to infinity. In practice the process is stopped, when mj=mj+ 1 or when the 

"est imated variance" is smaller than a chosen treshold 

The vector m, which we have found, is the mean of the maximum number of circuits 
in use during the time the simulation has run. 

The self-dimensioning method described above has some interesting properties: 

The result of self dimensioning is found to be close to the results of dimensionihg 
by the usual rules. Usually the results differ by less than one channel. For large 
blocking probabilities self dimensionlng comes closest to dimensioning by fixed 
blocking over all pairs of nodes. For small blocking probabilities it comes closest to 
dimensioning aiming at maxmal total carried traffic. 
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Fig. t Adjustment factors for 3 types of dimensioning. 
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To illustrate this we first define adjustment factors for various dimensioning 
principles as 

number of c~rcu~ts ~n smaller stream / offered traffic to smaller stream 
number of clrcults In larger stream offered traffic to larger stream 

The adjustment factors for all pairs of streams clearly characterise the specific 
dimensioning method. 

Fig.l illustrates the adjustment factor C for 2 streams with offered traffic T 1 antJ 
T2. On fig. 1 T 1 = 1 0 and T2= 1 0(8+ 1 )*T 1. 2A is the total number of circuits for both 
streams. Prisms at the figures indicate dimensioning to maximal total carried 
traffic. Pyramids indicate dimensioning to equal blocking. Ba11s indicate self 
dimensioning. 

Further fig.l shows that in the cases conSidered, self dimensioning gives an 
adjustment factor with values between the adjustment factor for dimensioning to 
equal blocking and the adjustment factor for dimensioning to maximal carried total 
traffic. It also illustrates the fact mentioned by dr. Ame Jensen at the ITC 11 
(Ref.no.2), that several dimensioning principles lead to approximately the same size 
of the trunk groups in the network, under the assumption that the load is not too 
high, and not too different for the different trunk groups. 

We have no complete explanation of these findings. It is easy to see that for very 
high blocking, the number of circuits in each arc will be proportional to the traffic 
offered. This tends to give the same blocking for all arcs, (offered traffic minus 
number of circuits) / offered traffic. On the other hand an explanation of the 
behaviour with low blocking - just for poisson arrivals - seems to be of the same 
difficulty as finding the distribution of the total number of arrivals and departures 
during a given interval of time for an inhomogeneous poisson process. Game theory 
might be used, but the only statement we can get to is that each time the self 
dimensioning method produces a vector v, it has chosen an optimal strategy in the 
sense that any other vector with the same sum of the elements would have caused 
at least one lost call. 

There are some restrictions by the use of the self-dimensioning method. An obvious 
restriction is that the traffic needs to be normalized so that all streams have the 
same mean holding time. The reason is that the maximal number of circuits In use 
grow systematically slower for streams with long holding times than for streams 
with short holding times. 

An advantage of the self-dimensioning method is that it seems to work on multiple 
bitrate networks. We have simulation results where self dimensioning is applied to 
networks with multiple bitrates in parts of the network. These results show that 
the self dimensioning method gives an adjustment factor with values between the 
adjustment factor for dimension1ng to equal block1ng for a random call and the 
adjustment factor for dimensioning to maximal carried total traffic. This wi11 be 
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dealt with on another occation. 

Another property of the self dimensioning method is that it may use any sampled 
traffic as input for dimensioning a network. Due to practical problems in carrying 
out the observat ions, this has not yet been tried. 

For alternative routing, the direct groups are dimensioned first. Thereafter the final 
groups are dimensioned starting with a graf where the already dimensioned direct 
groups are included. This principle will be used in the last part of the paper, where 
a small network is dimensioned. 

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE END-TO-END DIMENSIONING FORMULAS IN REF.NO.2 

In ref.no.2 some approximation formulas for end-to-end dimensioning in hierarchical 
trunk networks were presented. The idea behind the approximation formulas is to 
maintain a desired grade of service independent of the route through the network. 

1 2 3 

f\bt/\bt/\ 
be be be be be be 

I ~ I ~ I ~ 
b1 

= • bx • bq 

Fig.2 Hierarchy. Fig.3 Alternative routing. 

In the ITC 11 paper a ideal hierarchical network flg.2 was taken as a model and the 
design parameters were the end-to-end blocking bq over the longest distance, the 
blocking b 1 for traffic between nodes subordinated the same transit node. 

From the ideal hierarchical network shown in f1g.2, the following equations are 
derived 

b 1 =be+( l-be)be, where be is the blocking 1n the last trunk group before the 
dest inat ion exchange. 

For traffic passing more than 1 transit node, the blocking bt between a pair 'of 
transit nodes 1S determined by the equation 

c:=be; (c is a computational variable) 
for i:= 1 to q-l do c:=c+( l-c)bt; (c is now bQ fro~ f1g.2) 
'bq=c+( l-c)be must be true'. 

In f1g.3 1s shown a network with direct trunks in addition' to the hierarchy. 
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The design parameters bland bq are used in the same way as in fig.2. To calculate 
the blocking in a network with alternative routing an additional design parameter is 
needed for determining the division of blocking (and thereby the division of circuits) 
between direct trunks and overflow trunks. Here the blocking bs on the first 
overflow trunk is used as the 3rd design parameter. 

We want to determine the blocking bdx for a direct group towards a node separated 
from the originating node by x transit nodes in the hierarchy, so that adding the 
direct group provides the same end-to-end blocking bx in the network in fig.3, as 
there would be in the ideal hierarchical network shown jn fjg.2. Instead of usjng a 
direct group, a serv j ce protect j on group w j th block i ng bpx cou 1 d be used. 

bd:=bd 1 and bp=bpx are determined by the equations 
bd(bs+(l-bs)be)=be+(l-be)be. bpbs+(l-bpbs)be=be+(l-be)be. 

bdx and bpx, x=2, .. ,q are determined by the equations 
e:=be; e:=be; 
(e 1S a computational variable} (e is a computational variable} 
for i:= 1 to x-l do c:=c+( l-c)bt; for i:= 1 to x-I do c:=c+( l-e)bt; 
e:=c+( l-c)be; e:=c+( l-c)be; 
(c is now bx from fig.2} (e is now bx from fig.2} 
d:=bs; d:=bpxbs; 
(d is a computational variable} (d is a computational variable} 
for 1:= 1 to x-l do d:=d+( l-d)bt; for i:= 1 to x-l do d:=d+( l-d)bt; 
d:=bdx(d+( l-d)be) d:=d+( l-d)be; 
(d is now bx from fjg.3} (d is now bx from fig.3} 
'c=d must be true'. 'c=d must be true'. 

i, EUALUATIOH OF THE FORMULAS. 

fbs-l fbe-l bq-50 q-5 x-2 fbs-l fbe-l fbt-l 
bs- 250 63 16 bs- 250 63 16 

yl y2 yl y2 yl y2 zl z2 zl z2 zl z2 
b1- i38 1000 933 *** *** *** *** bl- i38 1000 916 *** *** *** *** 
b1- 121 i08 390 1000 98i *** *** bl- 121 367 353 1000 981 *** *** 
bl- 31 118 117 i02 397 1000 996 bl- 31 135 132 i38 i32 1000 997 
bl- 8 31 31 118 117 iOO 399 bl- 8 71 69 2i3 238 616 610 

fb~-2 fbe-2 bq-50 q-5 x-2 fb~-2 fbe-2 fbt-2 
b~- 250 63 16 b~- 250 63 16 

y1 y2 yl y2 yl y2 zl z2 zl z2 zl z2 
bl- 750 1000 857 *** *** *** *** bl- 750 1000 762 *** *** *** *** 
bl- 23i i17 380 1000 968 *** *** bl- 23i 291 271 1000 9iB *** *** 
bl- 62 119 116 101 395 1000 992 bl- 62 109 106 379 372 1000 991 

b1- 16 31 31 118 111 i01 399 b1- 16 6i 62 224 219 591 563 

Fig.4a Exact and approximate bd. Fig.4b Exact and approximate bdx. 
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In fig.4a the exact and approximate values y 1 and y2 for bd are calculated (unit • 
per mille). bl i$ the design parameter used in f1g.2. (bq is not adequate as only one 
translt node 1S· involved). bs is the design parameter connected to the final trunk 
group. In fig.4b the exact and approximate values z 1 and z2 for bdx are calculated. . 

The robustness is tested by multiplication of bs, be and bt by factors denoted "fbs", 
"fbe" resp. "fbt". The investigation of robustness is important, as presence of traffic 
w j th unknown characteristics from the environment outside the network influences 
the blocking of the traffic inside the network. As an example: 10 erlangs mixed with 
the overflow from a 50 erlang stream over 40 channels will on a common 30 trunks 
group meet 2.8% blocking for a random call, but 0.8% for the first stream and 4.8% 
for the second stream. The difference is higher than expected by their peakedness (1 
and 3.35). 

fb~-l fbe-l bq-50 q-5 x-2 fb~-l fbe-l fbt-l 
bss: 250 63 16 b~- 250 63 16 

u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 
bl- 136 136 106 *** *** *** *** b1- 136 359 329 *** *** *** *** 
b 1- 121 121 116 121 119 *** *** bl- 121 101 100 101 102 *** *** 
bl- 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 b1- 31 36 . 35 36 35 36 36 
b1- 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 bl- 8 19 18 19 18 19 18 

fb~-2 fbe-2 bq-50 q-5 x-2 fb~-2 fbe-2 fbt-2 
b~- 250 63 16 b~- 250 63 16 

u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 
bl- 750 750 750 *** *** *** *** b1- 750 552 552 *** *** *** *** 
bl- 231 231 229 231 231 *** *** bl- 231 150 169 150 150 *** *** 
bl- 62 62 61 62 61 62 62 b1- 62 56 69 56 61 56 56 
b1- 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 b1- 16 33 36 33 36 33 31 

Fig.4c b 1 from f1g.2 and fig.3. Fig.4d bx from fig.2 and fig.3. 

In fig.4c u1 shows the end-to end blocking b1 from fig.2. u2 shows the end-to end 
blocking b 1 from fig.3. 

In flg.4d v 1 shows the end-ta-end blocking bx from fjg.2. v2 shows the end-to-end 
blocking bx from fig.3. If fbs, fbe and fbt all equal 1, we know that the two blocking 
are identical. In this case the variables u2 resp. v2 are used to show the blocking 
met in a network designed by the approximate formulas. 

The calculations from where fig.4a,b,c,d are taken, show that a high value of bs does 
not affect the end-to-end blocking but allocates less blocking 2: more circuits to the 
direct groups and may affect the total number of circuits. 

Carrying traffic streams with different characteristics on the same trunk group 
may have an impact on the exactness of the dirnensioning by end-ta-end formulas. If 
the characteristics of the traffic streams differ much the impact may be severe. 
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5. DESIGN OF A SMALL NETWORK BY END-TO-END DIMENSIONING FORMULAS AND BY 
SELF DIMENSIONING 

2 
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25 er 1. ... 41---------1 •• 
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F Ig.Sa Design parameters. 
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Ftg.Sb ResultIng network. 

In fig.Sa is given a network and its design parameters. Fig.Sb shows the resulting 
distribution of trunks and the performance of the network in a simulation. The 
figures in parentheses come from the self dimensioning. It is seen, that the design 
criterias are met. The self dimensioning gives a more even blocking and a sl1ghtly 
higher throughput. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The 2 dimensioning principles dealt with in this paper are very different, but 
nevertheless they produce almost the same results in the network treated. 

The end-to-end dimensioning formulas represent the easiest way of arriving at a 
desired end-to-end blocking, but it is important to notice, that the present formulas 
are designed by copying the blocking conditions from an ideal hierarchical network. 
As demonstrated by using the self dimensioning method, it is possible to obtain 
more even blocking with the same amount of ressources without loss of throughput. 

As the difference does not seem to be very large, the use of the end-to-end 
dimensioning formulas is an easy way to make calculations. A condition is, however, 
that traffics with different characteristics are mixed reasonably in the network. 
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